SOPHIC ACCESS

Over 45% of all cyber-attacks are remote access attacks. The move to IP-enabled
ICS systems and the increase in work from home during the covid-19 pandemic
presented a whole new realm of possibilities for potential breaches into OT
systems.

To face these new and existing threats, located in a challenging geopolitical
environment with the sole purpose of protecting one of Israel’s leading critical
infrastructures, the Israel Electric Corporation (IEC) had to develop top cyber
defense solutions.
Sophic Access

TM

is IEC's Secure Remote Access solution that allows remote

users, including employees and 3rd party vendors, to securely Access ICS
systems, and the highly sensitive OT environment.

Key benefits:
Advanced MAG (Multi Air Gap) Cloud Security, guarding your critical
infrastructure against malicious activities.
Full control over sessions and activities, with the ability to terminate them
at any point in time. Each access requires internal approval of OT
operations.
Maximum visibility & auditability for all activities. Session monitoring
with searchable recordings. Logs cannot be deleted by administrators.
Reduce support costs and improve your SLA, while helping you to stay
compliant with regulations.
Field-proven solution. Sophic Access

TM

has been 100% operational for

many years within Israel Electric Corporation’s critical network
infrastructure.

Use Cases
Isolated and controlled access to critical infrastructure for secure remote
vendors
Enable remote SCADA vendors to securely connect only to the dedicate
applications and interfaces while work seamlessly.

Investigate and troubleshoot security/operational incidents
Reproduce incidents and troubleshoot fast, thanks to advanced forensics
capabilities.

Secure access to applications and interfaces based on limited privileges
Users connect to your OT using only the required permissions to accomplish their
tasks, without giving the keys to the “entire kingdom”.

Main capabilities
Unique identification of the support user
With Zero-Trust Architecture, each support user must go through the "7
gates" onboarding & clearing procedure, based on (Who-->How—> When—
>Why—>What--> From Where--> To where). Failure to comply with one of
the gates will cause ACCESS to be DENIED.
Pre-configured and dedicate hardened hardware
Each external supplier receives a hardened Secure Access Kit with a unique
setup. Prior to each remote session, a deep validation of the hardware is
triggered.

Remote suppliers will receive limited privileges, only as needed to
complete their task
Sophic Access protects the remote supplier session through the "7 gates",
while ensuring seamless integration and smooth workflows.
Central security monitoring and analytics
Full visibility into all support activities. With this information, security
operations professionals detect anomalies, identify security incidents and
drill down to respond to those incidents.
Data Vaulting technology
All activities and recording are stored within a tamper proof vault. Logs
cannot be deleted.
Unique Secure Cloud with Flexible deployment options
Customers can choose between our multi-tenant or private hosted
deployments.
Secure File transfer model for support access
Using Sophic Info, remote vendors can upload software updates securely
onto the critical infrastructure. Files will be transferred in a secure,
encrypted tunnel and will be scanned for any vulnerability or risks.

